Persons suffering from perceptive deafness commonly find it difficult to understand amplified speech, and their understanding of speech is easily destroyed by competing speech or noise. One source of perceptive distortion is recruitment, which exaggerates loudness differences among the acoustical elements of speech. A transposition of these distorted loudness relationships from the deaf-subject span of hearing to the normal span is illustrated graphically, and achieved in practice with an electronic processor. A recording of processed speech, simulating for normal listeners the loudness relationships perceived by deaf subjects with recruitment, accompanies this paper. Recruitment-compensation processing for hearing aids is also simulated. The recruitment simulation is validated by an experiment with four unilaterally deaf subjects, who compared processed speech in the normal car with unprocessed speech in the impaired ear. The simulation suggests that (1) recruitment is a sufficient cause for loss of intelligibility in the deaf, whether or not there are other causes; (2) compensation for this recruitment is a necessary, although possibly insufficient, condition for restoring that intelligibility; (3) the benefit of using both compression and post-compression equalization in a hearing aid designed to compensate recruitment is likely to be considerably greater than the arithmetic sum of the separate, limited benefits of each process; and (4) the combined processing, by restoring redundant speech-recognition cues to the subjects's perception, can increase the resistance of intclligibility to acoustical interference. Since recruitment expands [he difference in loudness between low-frequency, high-amplitude vowels and high-frequency, low-amplitude consonants, speech is subjected to effective high-frequency attenuation even if the subject's hearing impairment does not become greater at high frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
Persons suffering from perceptive deafness commonly find it difficult to understand amplified speech, and their understanding of speech is easily destroyed by competing speech or noise. It has been suggested by Hutzing (1948) and others that recruitment, t which distorts the subject's perception of amplitude relationships among the acoustical elements of speech, is a sufficient cause for loss of intelligibility. This paper presents an analogy in which the abnormal loudness relationships created by recruitment are transposed to the normal dynamic span of hearing. The analogy suggests that recruitment can reduce both intelligibility and the resistance of intelligibility to acoustical interference. Figure 1 shows the approximate range of sound-pressure levels for conversational speech, plotted in retation to the normal span of hearing between threshold and the ?4-phon equal-loudness contour. The left half of Fig. 2 shows these speech levels amplified and plotted against the average of the corresponding hearing spans of six deaf subjects, measured in a previous experiment by Villchur (1073) . The reference level of the deaf-subject equal-loudness contour is related to that of the ?4-phon contour by way of the deaf subjects' preferred listening levels for speech. The reduced span between the thresholds and equal-loudness contours of these subjects reflects their recruitment.
I. SIGNAL PROCESSING TO SIMULATE RECRUITMENT
The processed speech band at the right of Fig. 2 is a projection of the amplified speech band from [he abnormal to [he normal span of hearing. The distorted amplitude relationships within this projected speech band are created by subjecting the speech signal to frequency-dependent volume expansion followed by highfrequency attenuation, Each audible element of the processed speech has the same relative level in the dynamic span of normal hearing as the corresponding element of the unprocessed, ampidied speech has in the deaf-subject span of hearing. Those elements of speech that are below the deaf-subject threshold also fall below the normal listener's threshold. The aim of such proeessing is to make it possible for normal listeners to perceive the same loudness relationships among the acoustical elements of speech as are perceived by the deaf subjects.
Although the deaf-subject equal-loudness contour appears to indicate only a mild increase of hearing loss above 1 kHz, the transposed speech band shows severe high-frequency attenuation as a result of the expansion factor. The normal-hearing equivalent of the deaf subject's perceived high-frequency attenuation for speech is of the order of 40 dB/oct above 1 kHz for the highest-level speech elements and 60 dB/oct for the lowestlevel elements, after an initial attenuation of the lowest speech levels relative to the highest speech levels of 28 dB at 1 kHz.
Since recruitment expands [he difference in loudness between low-frequency, high-amplitude vowels and high-frequency, low-amplitude consonants, speech is subjected to effective high-frequency attenuation even if the subject's hearing impairment does not become greater at high frequencies.
II. VALIDITY OF THE ANALOGY
The analogy may or may not apply to the overall quality of speech as perceived by the deaf subject: It is derived only from the abnormal loudness relationships of that perception, and the subject may have to contend with additional perceptive aberrations. Assuming that the analogy is accurate with respect to loudness relationships, We can predict only that the intelligibility of unprocessed, amplified speech for the deaf subject is likely to be at least as bad as the intelligibility of the transposed speech is for normals. The expansion ratios, crossover frequencies, and equalization for the recruitment processing were calculated from the relationship between the subjects' masked and unmasked hearing spans, from thresholds to corresponding equal-loudness contours. The masked contour was derived from loudness-balance measurements against the unmasked 74-phon contour at half-octave intervals.
The subject adjusted speech levels so that the processed speech would have the same loudness as the masked, unprocessed speech, readjusted the expansion ratios, and made a subjective comparison between alternate 5-see periods of speech in each mode. The speech was presented both with and without interfering voices in the background, at a signal-to-interference ratio of 10 dB before expansion. An attempt was also made to simulafe the quality of the masked speech by subjecting an unexpanded signal to high-frequency attenuation alone.
C. Results
The quality that characterized the expanded signal--an exaggeration of the normal dynamics of speech, and an absence of high-frequency etements--was reported by both subjects, as ctearly evident in the masked speech.
The similarity in quality and intelligibility between the masked, unprocessed speech and the unmasked, pro- The subjects were asked to make judgments of the similarity or difference in quality between samples of speech heard in each ear.
The impaired ear was always presented with unprocessed speech: The norreal ear was presented in turn with unprocessed speech, speech subjected to recruitment processing calculated for that subject, and processed speech whose characteristics had been readjusted by the subject to make the sound in his two ears as alike as possible. The latter adjustments were not made until after the first two signal presentations in order to avoid biasing the earlier judgments, and the presentation of the adjusted processing was mixed in with repetitions of the previous comparisons. In all cases the speech level in the impaired ear was adjusted for the same loudness as speech in the normal ear.
The simulation-processing equipment was that used in Expt. 1. Signals were presented alternately to each ear in 5-sec periods. Contralateral masking with speech-spectrum noise was used for three of the subjects, whose losses were severe. Subjects reported their judgments by marking the form shown in Table I. Tests were also conducted to determine whether speech intelligibility in the impaired ear was improved by subjecting the unprocessed signal to the reverse of the recruitment-simulation processing. The recruitment-compensation processing consisted of compression plus equalization, as described in Sec. V.
The initial plan was to use five-to ten-word sentences for the intelligibility tests, but only one of the four subjects, BJ, had impaired-ear speech recognition adequate for this task. An easier test--spondee lists
(airplane, baseball, etc. )--was therefore used for the other three subjects. All tests were administered from a tape recording at levels chosen by the subject, and answers were written. The overall procedure of the testing, the compensation-processing equipment, and the method of signal-processing calculations and subject adjustments were those previously described by Villchur (1973).
B. Results
All subjects rated unprocessed speech in the normal ear as different, in varying degree, from unprocessed speech in the impaired ear, and all subjects rated thefinal processed speech in the normal ear as "similar" or "very similar" to unprocessed speech in the impaired ear. The individual subject judgments for each signal mode are shown in Table I .
The recruitment-compensation processing improved impaired-ear intelligibility scores for two of the subjects, as shown in Table II . These were the same two subjects who judged the recruitment simulation as "very similar" to the real thing. The subjects may have recognized their own adjustments in the final sequence of comparisons, which would t•int the ratings in the "adjusted processed"
column. There was, however, some objective confirmation of the subjective ratings. First, subjects were free to adjust each of the three expansion ratios to any value including unity without knowing the significance of the dial settings, and all four subjects chose to to use expansion in all channels of the processed signal for the closest match between left and right signals, usually at expansion ratios at least as high as the calculated values. The second confirming element was that the impaired-ear intelligibility scores for two subjects were improved significantly by the reverse of the recruitment-simulation processing. The recovery or partial recovery of speech recognition implies that at least part of the perceptive distortion of these subjects is represented by the simulation processing. Two major problems that must be considered by the designer of hearing aids for the perceptively deaf are poor subject recognition of amplified, clear speech and the abnormal vulnerability of this reduced recognition to acoustical interference.
Band 4 suggests that signal processing that relieves the first problem may simultaneously relieve the second, by restoring redundant speech-recogniUon cues to the subject's perception. The deaf-subject experiment referred to earlier lends support to such a conclusion. When a background of competing speech was added to the speech tests of that experiment (the interference being equally subject to the processing), the benefit of compression/ equalization processing to speech intelligibility was almost always maintained and usually increased.
